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Abstract 

Statistical model updating is frequently used in engineering to calculate the uncertainty 

of some unknown latent parameters when a set of measurements on observable quantities 

is given. Variational inference is an alternative approach to sampling methods that has 

been developed by the machine learning community to estimate posterior approximations 

through an optimization approach. In this paper, the Variational Bayesian Monte Carlo 

(VBMC) method is investigated with the purpose of dealing with statistical model 

updating problems in engineering involving expensive-to-run models. This method 

combines the active-sampling Bayesian quadrature with a Gaussian-process based 

variational inference to yield a non-parametric estimation of the posterior distribution of 

the identified parameters involving few runs of the expensive-to-run model. VBMC can 

also be used for model selection as it produces an estimation of the model’s evidence 

lower bound. In this paper, a variant of the VBMC algorithm is developed through the 

introduction of a cyclical annealing schedule into the algorithm.  

The proposed cyclical VBMC algorithm allows to deal effectively with multi-modal 

posteriors by having multiple cycles of exploration and exploitation phases. Four 

numerical examples are used to compare the standard VBMC algorithm, the monotonic 
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VBMC, the cyclical VBMC and the Transitional Ensemble Markov Chain Monte Carlo 

(TEMCMC). Overall, it is found that the proposed cyclical VBMC approach yields 

accurate results with a very reduced number of model runs compared to the state of the 

art sampling technique TEMCMC. It is shown that for the case of low dimensional 

unimodal distributions, the standard VBMC might require a reduced number of model 

runs compared to the cyclical VBMC to obtain the same level of accuracy. However, in 

the presence of potential multi-modal problems, the proposed cyclical VBMC algorithm 

outperforms all the other approaches in terms of accuracy of the resulting posterior.  

Keywords: Bayesian Inference; Variational Inference; Bayesian Quadrature; Gaussian 

Process; Model Updating; Cyclical Annealing; 

 

1    Introduction 

Bayesian model updating techniques are frequently used in engineering to quantify the 

inherent variability of some uncertain latent parameters, or to identify the unknown values 

of latent parameters used in physics-based models in the light of measurements of some 

observable quantities [1]. These statistically updated models can then be used to evaluate 

the behaviour of an engineering system. For example, the statistically updated model can 

be used for assessing the performance of a structure under various loading and 

environmental conditions, and/or to assess the remaining useful life of a structure [1–4]. 

This paper is focused on the inference of uncertain parameters encountered in engineering 

problems which are characterized by an expensive-to-run detailed deterministic model 

considered as a black-box function. The misfit between the features extracted from the 

measurements, and those obtained from the model are used to calculate the likelihood 

function that is used in the inference scheme. The goal is to present a strategy that can be 

implemented when only a limited number of simulation evaluations can be carried out 

because of computational budget and/or time constraints. This strategy enables a 

computationally efficient Bayesian model updating approach. 

Bayesian model updating is often implemented by using sampling-based techniques [1]. 

However, their applicability might be limited if tight time constraints or restricted 

computational budget are present, as those techniques involve multiple evaluations of the 

expensive-to-run models used to describe the physics of the real system. Specifically, 

sampling techniques, including Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), show a trade-off 
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between computational cost and accuracy, as the convergence of the Markov Chain to the 

posterior distribution is improved as the chain size increases [1]. These Monte Carlo (MC) 

techniques introduce a bias, and the number of runs required to achieve convergence is 

generally unknown when starting the algorithm [1,5]. 

Variational inference [6] has been used by the machine learning community to estimate 

posterior distribution approximations employing an optimization approach for the 

inference problem. In simple terms, most variational inference methods propose a family 

of distributions where the member of the family that best approximates the posterior is 

chosen [6]. Compared to sampling techniques such as MCMC [7–9], the recent 

variational inference techniques [10–14] are more numerically scalable and may be used 

in a wider range of problems due to significant advances in the optimization process [6]. 

Nevertheless, MCMC based techniques are still the preferred method [13], as they 

guarantee convergence to the correct posteriors. However, the disadvantage of these 

techniques is their high computational cost.  

The Variational Bayes Monte Carlo (VBMC) [14,15] has been recently developed to 

provide an efficient estimation of the model evidence and of the posterior. The method 

combines active-sampling Bayesian quadrature [16,17] with variational inference [6]. In 

a nutshell: (a) a postulated posterior is obtained using a Gaussian mixture; (b) the 

parameters of the Gaussian mixture are obtained using the evidence lower bound (ELBO) 

as the objective function to be maximised; (c) the expensive to evaluate log unnormalized 

posterior distribution is replaced by a statistical surrogate model constructed using a GP 

[18];  (d) active sampling is carried out using ‘smart’ acquisition functions applied to the 

GP model to perform a guided local refinement of the GP model; (e) the Bayesian 

quadrature [16,17] is implemented to carry out fast integrations in the variational 

objective. As a result, the VBMC framework [14,15] is highly efficient; (f) a warm-up 

process is introduced to avoid the algorithm getting initially stuck in areas of very low 

probability under the true posterior. During the initial phases of the warm-up, significant 

improvements of the ELBO are rapidly obtained; (g) the algorithm adaptively adjusts the 

number of components in the variational mixture, adding or removing components based 

on the level of improvement found on the solution. However, the application of VBMC 

to statistical model updating in engineering problems requires addressing the following 

challenges: (i) How to select the limited number of initial simulations to build the initial 
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GP? (ii)  How to select the new samples to account for multimodality in the posterior 

distribution? (iii) How to quantify the accuracy of the results?  

To tackle these challenges, the cyclical VBMC approach is proposed. The first (i) and 

second (ii) issues are tackled by introducing an artificial temperature parameter that 

anneals the unnormalized posterior. This parameter improves the exploration abilities and 

mode coverage of the algorithm, so the limitations introduced by the limited number of 

samples and a poor initialization are overcome. This annealing schedule enhances the 

exploration phase of the cycle and the discovery of regions of high probability density in 

multimodal posteriors, as it avoids the algorithm getting stuck in the initially found 

regions of high probability. For the third issue (iii), the convergence criteria developed in 

[14,15] are carried out at the end of each iteration of the algorithm. These metrics are 

functions of the expected value of the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO), the variance of 

the ELBO, and the ‘Gaussianized’ symmetrized Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence. 

Ni et al [19] have recently explored the use of variational inference in combination with 

adaptive Gaussian process modeling for the calculation of the posterior probability 

density functions. In their study, two numerical applications and one experimental study 

were performed for the validation of the approach used for damage identification and 

probabilistic model updating. Their approach is shown to reduce the amount of function 

evaluations of the physics-based model needed to obtain reliable estimates of the 

probability density function of the parameters to be inferred. Compared to the work by 

Ni et al [19], the main differences introduced by the proposed algorithm are: (a) the use 

of a different acquisition function that selects new points prioritizing the areas of greater 

probability density compared to the acquisition function based on the absolute value of 

the mean divided by the standard deviation of the GP surrogate model;  (b) variational 

whitening is performed to deal with posteriors that are highly correlated; (c) convergence 

criteria based on ELBO (described in (iii)) compared to the use of criteria related to the 

vector of variational parameters and the values of the Gaussian mixture weights; (d) the 

introduction of a warm-up process; (e) the adaptive adjustment of components in the 

variational mixture; (f) a cyclical annealing schedule to improve the exploration 

capabilities of the algorithm for dealing with multi-modal posteriors. 

The proposed approach may benefit other engineering applications, including Bayesian 

Experimental Design [20–22], and optimal sensor placement frameworks based on 
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information theory [23,24],  since it may reduce the computational cost required for the 

application of these approaches. 

The proposed cyclical VBMC method is compared to the standard VBMC [14,15], the 

monotonic VBMC, and the state-of-the-art sampling approach Transitional Ensemble 

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (TEMCMC) [25] in several engineering examples. Both 

unimodal and multi-modal posteriors are used to investigate the overall performance of 

the proposed cyclical VBMC algorithm.  

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, the Bayesian model updating framework 

and variational inference are reviewed. The main building blocks on the cyclical VBMC 

algorithm are described in detail in section 3. The numerical results obtained are presented 

in section 4. The conclusions of the proposed cyclical VBMC algorithm are then 

discussed in section 5.  

2    Bayesian Model Updating Framework 

A physics-based model ( )PM x   defines the relationship between an input vector of 

model parameters  x , and the output response vector my . The vector of model 

parameters is described by x , representing a vector with fixed properties known in 

advance and a vector of uncertain model parameters  . In practice, the model response  

my  will be different to the true output response y  of the corresponding real system 

because of three different types of uncertainties [26]: two of them related to the model 

(described below), and the last one related to the measurements. The uncertainties related 

to the measurements are mainly caused by the sensor noise, and will lead to a discrepancy 

obs  between the real system response and the measurements obsy , so that [26]:  

obs obs− =y y    (1) 

The uncertainties related to the model can be distinguished into modelling uncertainties 

and the uncertainties associated with the model parameters. Modelling uncertainty 

represents simplifications, modelling assumptions and numerical approximations that 

would lead to a discrepancy between the real system and the model that represents it.  

These uncertainties would cause a discrepancy m  between the real system response and 

the response yielded by the model, such that [26]: 
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m m− =y y    (2) 

The uncertainties described in eq.(1) and eq.(2) are usually accounted for by using an 

additive error modelling, such that [26]: 

obs ( )PM= +y x    (3) 

where   indicates the total prediction error caused by model uncertainties m  and 

measurement errors obs , which are usually assumed to be independent and identically 

distributed [4]. 

The main task in the Bayesian model updating framework [3] is then to update knowledge 

on the uncertain model parameters   of the physics-based model by using measurements 

obsy  taken on the real system. 

2.1 From prior knowledge and data to a posterior distribution  

The Bayesian model updating strategy enables the combination of a physics-based model 

that includes uncertain parameters   which cannot be directly observed (also known as 

latent variables), described by probability density functions, the so-called prior 

distribution, with new information obtained from measurements of some observable 

quantities obsy  [2,3]. This new information is encoded in the so-called likelihood 

distribution. This approach results into an updated physics-based model with parameters 

described as probability density functions, the so-called posterior distributions. This 

statistical updated model, that is more representative of the real system, can then be used 

to investigate the behaviour of the system under different loading conditions in order to 

predict its performance with respect to safety, quality, design or cost constraints [1–4]. 

In particular, a prior probability density function ( )p   that reflects the prior knowledge 

of the uncertain parameters   before any measurements on some observable variables y  

are taken, is assigned to the parameters. Then a likelihood function obs( | )p y   should be 

chosen to reflect the level of acceptability of the physics-based model, given a set of 

uncertain parameters   to describe the measurements obtained. To do so, the likelihood 

function obs( | )p y   is constructed by using features extracted (e.g., natural frequencies) 

from the response obtained with the physics-based model, and the corresponding ones 

extracted from some measurements. These measurements can be expressed in different 
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forms such as time history, modal properties, etc. The posterior probability density 

functions obs( | )p y  of the uncertain parameters of the physics-based model can then be 

calculated using [2,3]: 

obs
obs

obs

( ) ( | )
( | )

( )

p p
p

p
=

y
y

y

 
   (4) 

where obs( )p y  is defined as the evidence, and it serves as a normalization constant for the 

posterior probability density functions. The posterior obs( | )p y  can be computed 

analytically if the prior and likelihood distributions are part of the conjugate family. 

However, this is not necessarily always the case, and therefore, numerical integration may 

be necessary. 

As the evidence term in Bayesian Inference is a numerical constant, and it is independent 

of the uncertain parameters   [1], sampling techniques (e.g., MCMC)  [27–29] can be 

used to obtain samples from the posterior distribution using the following proportional 

relationship: 

obs obs( | ) ( ) ( | )p p py y     (5) 

However, the applicability of sampling methods becomes more limited as engineering 

problems grow in complexity, requiring more intricate models to describe their physical 

behaviour [14,15]. Those high-dimensional and multi-modal engineering problems 

require the evaluation of multiple expensive likelihoods for model parameter inference 

[14,15]. Variational inference takes an alternative approach by minimising the KL 

divergence between the best member of the postulated family and the posterior density, 

and therefore bypassing the calculation of the evidence term [6]. The posterior 

distribution is then obtained by transforming the statistical inference problem into an 

optimization problem, as reviewed in what follows.  

2.2 Review of Variational Inference 

In variational inference [6] a family of densities Q  is postulated as an approximation to 

the posterior density obs( | )p y , where the optimization scheme chooses the member of 

the family ( )q   that is ‘closest’ to the posterior density. The choice of members of the 

family is performed in such a manner that it is flexible enough to capture the posterior 

density and simple enough to be optimized [6]. In variational inference, ‘over-fitting’ the 
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posterior density by using highly flexible distributions is not a problem, as the highly 

flexible distributions allow better approximations of the true posterior distribution [30]. 

Variational inference chooses the optimal member ( )q   of the family Q  by solving the 

following optimization problem [6]: 

( )

*

obs( )( ) arg min ( ) ( | )
q

KLq q p


= y


     (6) 

Where KL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence (also called relative entropy), defined as: 

obs

obsR

(
( )

( ) ( | )) ( ) log
( | )d

KL
q

q p q d
p

 
  

 
y

y
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and Rd  is given by the real coordinate space of dimension d . 

The KL divergence is a measure of how different a distribution is from a second reference 

distribution. The KL divergence is always non-negative obs( ( ) ( | )) 0KL q p y   and is 

non-symmetric (i.e., obs obs( (( ) ( | )) ( | ) ( ))KL KLq p p qy y    ). When the distributions 

are the same i.e., obs( ) ( | )q p y  , the KL divergence is minimised and therefore returns 

a value of zero [31]. 

However, the calculation of the optimal member ( )q   of the family of densities Q  that 

minimises the obs( ( ) ( | ))KL q p y   in eq.(6) cannot be analytically computed, as the 

evidence term obs( )p y  should be known, as shown below [6]: 

   obs obs( ) E E( ) ( | ) log ( ) log ( | )q qKL q p q p= −y y     (8) 

   obs obs obs( ) E E( ) ( | ) log ( ) log ( ) log ( )q qKL q p q p p= − +y y y     (9) 

where Eq  indicates the expectation with respect to ( )q  . 

As the KL divergence between the posterior approximation ( )q   and the posterior 

obs( | )p y  cannot be directly computed, the objective function is changed to the evidence 

lower bound (ELBO), which is equivalent to the negative KL divergence between the 

prior ( )p   and posterior approximation ( )q  , plus a constant [6]: 

     obs obs( ) E E E ( )log ( ) log ( ) log ( | ) ( ) ( )q q qELBO KLq p q p q p= − = −y y      (10)

Therefore, maximizing the ELBO objective function in eq.(10), is equivalent to the 
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minimization of the KL divergence between the posterior approximation ( )q   and the 

posterior obs( | )p y  [14]: 

( ) ( )
obs( ) ( )arg max ( ) arg min ( ) ( | )

q q

ELBO KLq q p
 

 y
 

    (11) 

In engineering problems, due to the complexity of the physics-based models, the term 

 obsE log ( | )q p y  does not have a convenient form which allows for a closed-form 

solution of eq.(10). Factorised posteriors are usually chosen (e.g., mean-field variational 

inference [32,33]) where the choice of the family Q  and the parametric form of the 

member that best approximates the posterior ( )q  , is given by 
1

( ) ( )
d

i i

i

q q 
=

= , where 

d  is the number of parameters to be inferred. These factorised posteriors simplify the 

optimization procedure in eq.(11) at the cost of the accuracy of the approximation of the 

posterior obs( | )p y . Nonetheless, in typical engineering applications, the likelihood can 

only be evaluated by running an expensive black-box model that increases the 

computational cost, to the point of being unfeasible, even when using the mean-field 

algorithm [6]. 

In computer science, several approaches [11–15,34,35] have been developed to 

circumvent the need of an analytical expression of the ELBO equation, and to reduce the 

number of evaluations of the physics-based model to be carried out. One of these 

approaches is the Variational Bayesian Monte Carlo (VBMC) [14,15]. In this paper, a 

variant of the approach called cyclical VBMC is proposed for addressing the statistical 

updating problems in engineering where multi-modal posteriors are expected. 

3 Cyclical Variational Bayesian Monte Carlo framework 

The cyclical VBMC approach is based on the VBMC algorithm, it has been developed to 

deal with multi-modal posteriors in an efficient way by introducing an artificial 

temperature parameter that anneals the unnormalized posterior. The proposed method 

overcomes the drawbacks of limited function evaluations and a poor initialization of the 

VBMC algorithm by introducing the cyclical schedule that improves the exploration 

abilities and mode coverage of the algorithm. 

Given an expensive-to-evaluate computational model of an engineering system, for which 

prior information on the unknown latent parameters and measurements obtained from the 
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engineering system are available, the proposed approach aims at minimising the number 

of function evaluations compared to state of the art Bayesian sampling approaches, while 

obtaining an accurate description of the posterior. The approach consists of two main 

parts: the initialization of the algorithm and the procedure used to update the parameters 

in the posterior variational distribution. These two main parts are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 

2 respectively.  

 

Fig. 1. Initialization Blocks of Cyclical VBMC Algorithm. 

 

Fig. 2. Cyclical VBMC Algorithm Blocks. 

The initialization of the algorithm shown in Fig. 1 begins with assuming a variational 

posterior that is flexible, and able to capture complex smooth posteriors. This is done by 

using a Gaussian mixture as the postulated posterior. Then, an initial set of parameters 

that is given as input to the physics-based simulation is chosen, and its output is 

calculated. Given an assumed prior and likelihood function, the logarithm of the 

unnormalized posterior is calculated. Cyclical annealing is also introduced by replacing 

the log unnormalized posterior values with the annealed log unnormalized posterior 
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values. A Gaussian Process (GP) regression model using as training points the logarithm 

of the annealed unnormalized posterior values is employed to build a probabilistic 

surrogate of the logarithm of the annealed unnormalized posterior. Using Bayesian 

quadrature [16,17], the GP can then be used to calculate the ELBO and evidence lower 

confidence bound (ELCBO) values. Finally, the updated variational parameters are 

obtained. 

The second part of the algorithm shown in Fig. 2, consists of a total of T  iterations, and 

it starts with active sampling to select samples for the physics-based model that are run 

at locations that maximize an acquisition function. The acquisition function is chosen in 

such a manner that sampling is encouraged at high probability regions of the log 

unnormalized posterior. Cyclical annealing is introduced into the algorithm by replacing 

the log unnormalized posterior with the annealed log unnormalized posterior. A 

prescribed number of cycles and total iterations is set to produce both, an exploration 

phase and an exploitation phase. The GP regression model is built and the GP’s 

hyperparameters are automatically set by using the maximum-a-posteriori estimates. This 

is done employing initially slice sampling [36], and subsequently gradient based 

optimization as recommended to improve computational efficiency in [14,15]. Bayesian 

Quadrature [16,17] is used to calculate the value of the ELBO. The ELCBO is also 

calculated, and employed to evaluate the variational approximation’s improvement and 

also as a convergence diagnostic. For each iteration, the stochastic gradient ascent is used 

to update the parameters of the variational posterior. Variational whitening is also 

performed every few iterations to deal with highly correlated posteriors. Once the 

stopping criteria have been fulfilled, the method returns the variational approximation of 

the posterior, and the expectation and variance of the ELBO. 

More details about the approach setup, core building blocks (dashed blocks of Fig. 1 and 

Fig. 2), adaptive K components selection, active sampling, variational whitening and 

stopping criteria are given in the following subsections.  

3.1 Approach setup 

Given a set of observation obsy  and a model ( )PM x   the setup used in the cyclical 

VBMC algorithm is described in the following subsections. 
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3.1.1 Variational approximation of the posterior ( )q    

The selection of the variational posterior ( )q   is flexible [12], and it should be made with 

the intent to capture the complex posteriors ( | )obsp y  that can be encountered in 

engineering applications. 

Without loss of generality, the variational posterior ( )q   can be expressed with a non-

parametric approximation that is provided by a Gaussian mixture with K  components 

[14,15]: 

2

1

( ) ( ; , )
K

k k k

k

q w 
=

=      (12) 

where the mixture weight, mean and scale factor are respectively given by 2,k k kw   , and 

  is the covariance matrix: 

2 2(1) ( ), , ddiag    =
 

  (13) 

The variational posterior is parameterized in terms of the vector of parameters 

( )1 1 1  , , , , , , , , ,K K Kw w      . As a result, the number of parameters to 

optimise in the variational posterior ( )q    is given by ( )2d d K+ + , which is the length 

of the vector  .  

3.1.2 Selection of Initial Physics-Based Simulations  

Given the uncertain parameters  , the initial step requires samples to be generated. If 

available, the plausible lower bound ( PLB ) and plausible upper bound ( PUB )  which 

limit the region of the parameter space of high posterior probability mass should be 

specified. A set of points (as a rule-of-thumb a total of 10 points) situated in the plausible 

box would be uniformly distributed at random [14,15].  

It might occur that the PLB  and PUB  are not known. In that case, a set of initial points 

can be chosen using different sampling methods such as Latin Hypercube Sampling 

(LHS) [37]. LHS is used in the numerical examples shown in section 4. 

The initial points 0 1, ,
initn

 =      are used as inputs for the physics-based model to 

obtain the output response, where initn  is the total number of initial points. The output 

response can be used to construct features that are then used to evaluate the likelihood 
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values given an assumed likelihood function. The likelihood function reflects the level of 

agreement between the features obtained by the mathematical model and the 

measurements. Then, the unnormalized posterior of the initial points can be calculated to 

build the GP of the annealed logarithm of the unnormalized posterior as described in 

subsection 3.2.2.  

3.2 Core building blocks 

3.2.1 Cyclical Annealing  

The annealing process is used to flatten the objective function (the ELBO), and to reduce 

the chance of the algorithm getting stuck in some local optima of the parameters of the 

variational posterior. The annealing process produces a deterministic deformation of the 

objective function [38], by means of a temperature parameter [25]: 

 
1

1

obs obs( | ) ( ) ( | )temp
tempp p py y     (14) 

A fixed temperature implies that the true objective is optimized at a constant schedule, as 

implemented in the standard VBMC algorithm. Monotonic annealing schedules, in which 

the temperature is progressively reduced, are the most frequently used. The temperature 

decreases until the algorithm reaches the true posterior [39].  

The cyclical annealing schedule [39–42] has been used to deal with complex posteriors 

in the machine learning field. Here, it is introduced to yield a better representation of the 

posterior through the introduction of an exploration phase with improved target guidance. 

Specifically, two phases, exploration and exploitation may be found if the temperature is 

decreased from its maximum to its minimum within each cycle. These phases are 

cyclically repeated for a prescribed number of times to improve convergence. This 

enables the algorithm to explore areas of high probability density that may otherwise have 

not been found. Specifically, during the exploration phase, “paths” would start forming 

in regions where sampling would take place, producing a high coverage of the support of 

the target distribution. During the exploitation phase, sampling takes place at regions of 

high probability density. Therefore, the cyclical schedule gradually improves 

convergence by reopening paths, and by leveraging on the previous cycles as warm re-

starts. 

The temperature parameter is the inverse of the parameter t : 
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1/ ttemp =   (15) 

The parameter t  is defined in the interval  0,1 , and it is calculated for each iteration 

step in the cyclical VBMC algorithm.  According to [39], the t  can be expressed as: 

,

1,
t

S
S

S











= 
 

  (16) 

where:   

 ( )mod 1, /

/

t S M

S M


−
=   (17) 

and 1:1:t T=  is the iteration number, T  is the number of total iterations for the annealing 

schedule, M  is the number of cycles, and S  is a control parameter. The exceptional case 

of 0t =  is circumvented by defining temp  as an interval variable  1,50temp . The 

control parameter S  is set to 0.5 as described in [39]. 

As a rule-of-thumb, if the user has a maximum number of simulations available simN  

(e.g., 1000), 20% of these simulations (200) will be allocated for carrying out the cyclical 

annealing schedule. Therefore, the total number of iterations for the cyclical annealing is 

obtained by considering the total number of simulations assigned per iteration (for 

example, 5 simulations per iteration would lead to a total of 40T =  iterations of the 

cyclical annealing schedule). The choice of the number of cycles M  depends on the 

trade-off between exploration and exploration that the user wants to investigate. For 

example, if 5M = , it would mean that 8 iterations form 1 cycle, in which the temperature 

(eq.(15)) decreases from its maximum to 1. Once the number of total number of iterations 

for the cyclical annealing schedule has been reached, the temperature is set to 1.  

To introduce the cyclical annealing schedule into the algorithm, the log unnormalized 

posterior obslog ( )p y  is replaced with the annealed log unnormalized posterior 

obslog ( )annealedp y , that is defined as: 

obs obs

1
log ( ) log ( )annealedp p

temp
=y y    (18) 
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3.2.2  Gaussian process (GP) of the annealed logarithm unnormalized posterior 

For the proposed cyclical VBMC, cyclical tempering is introduced into the algorithm, by 

simply replacing the log unnormalized posterior obslog ( )f p y  with the annealed log 

unnormalized posterior obslog ( )annealedf p y . 

The annealed log unnormalized posterior obslog ( )annealedf p y , is approximated using 

a GP regression model [18]:  

( ) ( )( )~ , ,gpgpf G kmP      (19) 

where ( )gpm   is the mean function, and a covariance matrix is defined in terms of a 

kernel function ( ),gpk   . The typical choice when little is known about the function to 

be approximated [18] is to use the squared exponential kernel that is expressed as: 

( ) ( ) ( )2 11
, exp

2

T

gp f lk  − 
  =  −  

 
   −   −   (20) 

Where f  is the output length scale, and: 

( ) ( )
2

1

2
dd

i

i

l
=

     (21) 

is the normalization of the Gaussian, with d  representing the number of unknown 

parameters to be inferred (i.e., length of the vector of uncertain parameters  ,  l  is the 

vector of input length scales, the superscript ( )i  refers to the i-th dimension and l  is a 

diagonal covariance matrix: 

2 2( ) ( )( , , )i d

l diag l l =   (22) 

The likelihood is assumed to be Gaussian with an observation noise 0obs   (to obtain 

numerical stability [43]), and the shape of the mean function is assumed to be given by  

[14,15]: 

( )
( )

2

2
( ) ( )

max

0 ( )
1

1

2

i i
d

p i
i

gm m
r=

−
= − 

 
   (23) 

Where 0m  is the mean’s maximum value, max  is the location of the mean’s maximum 

value, and r  is the length scales’ vector [14,15]. 
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The hyperparameters that define the GP are collected in a vector 

0, , , , ,f obs mm   l r =  , of dimensions 3d +3 . These hyperparameters  , are 

themselves defined in terms of a uniform distribution or a truncated Student’s t  

distribution with mean  , standard deviation  , and 3 =  degrees of freedom. Some of 

these GP hyperparameters , , ,f obs   l r  are defined in the log space. The same 

distributions used in references [15] have been directly implemented and are given in 

Table 1. 

Table 1 

Table of hyperparameters’ prior. 

Hyperparameter Description Prior mean Prior scale 

( )log il  
Input length scale 

(i-th dimension) 

( )log
6

id
L

 
 
 

 3log 10  

log f  Output scale Uniform - 

log obs  Base observation noise 5log 10−  0.5  

0m  Mean function maximum Uniform - 

( )

max

i  Mean function location 

(i-th dimension) 

Uniform - 

( )log ir  Mean function scale 

(i-th dimension) 

Uniform - 

 

( )iL  is defined by: 

( ) ( ) ( )i i iL PUB PLB= −   (24) 

Where the PLB  and PUB  limit the region of the parameter space of high posterior 

probability mass. 

The maximum-a-posteriori of the hyperparameters is first calculated using slice sampling, 

and the estimation is subsequently switched to a gradient based optimization approach 

when the variability of the expected log unnormalized posterior is below a threshold 

[14,15].  
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By conditioning, the resulting GP predictive posterior mean function ( )f   and posterior 

covariance function ( )C   for a training data set  , , obsh  =  (for N training 

inputs  1, , N=   , and N  observations ( )f=h   with observation noise 0obs  )  

is given in closed-form [18] as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
1

,| , , obsk mf k mf
−

 = + +       h -           (25)

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1

, | , ,, , ,obsCov kC f f k k k
−

    = − +                  

(26) 

  

The observation noise matrix has the following form: 

( ) ( )2 2

1( , , )obs obs obs Ndiag   =     (27) 

As the annealed log unnormalized posterior obslog ( )annealedp y  is approximated using a 

GP model, an analytical computation of the integral involved in the ELBO and ELCBO 

equation can be derived using Bayesian Quadrature [16,17], as described in what follows. 

3.2.3 The Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO) and Evidence Confidence Lower Bound 

(ELCBO) 

The ELBO can now be expressed as [14]: 

( )        obs |, E log ( ) E log ( ) E E ( )q q fELBO f p q f q=  − = + y     (28) 

Where  ( )q   is the entropy of the variational posterior [14]. The integrals in eq.(28) 

can be analytically computed [14,15] with the Bayesian MC statistical method also 

known as Bayesian quadrature [16,17], so that [44]: 

  ( ) ( )|E f fZ d=     
  (29) 

  ( ) ( ) ( )|Vf Z d dC    =           (30) 

where: 

( ) ( )
Rd

Z g d=       (31) 
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In the proposed cyclical VBMC algorithm the function ( )g   is given by the annealed 

log unnormalized posterior obslog ( ) log ( )annealedf p y   and ( )   is the variational 

approximation to the posterior ( )q   [11,13]. 

The variational approximation’s  ( )q   entropy is calculated using Monte Carlo 

sampling, and the gradient is propagated using a reparameterization trick [35,45], which 

allows stochastic gradient ascent [46] to be used to optimize the ELBO equation. 

The evidence lower confidence bound (ELCBO) is [14]: 

( )      | |, E E ( ) V Ef CB fLELCBO f f q f =    + −     
 (32) 

where the term LCB  represents a risk-sensitivity term. 

The ELCBO is the probabilistic lower bound of the ELBO, and it can be used to judge 

the variational approximation’s improvement. As  |V Ef f
  

 in eq.(32) decreases, the 

ELCBO value will converge to the ELBO value [14]. 

The two first terms of the ELCBO equation are estimated as described before. The risk 

sensitivity term [14] is usually set to 3LCB = . 

3.2.4 Update of Variational Parameters 

The variational posterior is parameterized in terms of the variational parameters in the 

vector  . These variational parameters are updated by solving an optimization problem 

[14,15]: 

( ) ˆ arg max ,ELBO f=


    (33) 

This optimization is carried out using a stochastic gradient descent algorithm based on a 

variant of Adam [47] to obtain the updated variational posterior. 

3.3  Adaptive K components selection  

A warm-up stage is used in the initial iterations of the algorithm. In this phase, the 

variational posterior is specified in terms of a 2K =  Gaussian mixture with 

1 2 0.5w w = . The warm-up phase finishes when the improvement of the ELCBO for 

three consecutive iterations is smaller than 1, this implies that the variational solution is 

stabilizing.  
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An adequate number of components K  should be used to capture the true posterior [12]. 

The number of components in the Gaussian mixture used for the approximation is 

adaptively chosen as described in [14]. For this purpose, a component can be added to or 

removed from the Gaussian mixture. A component is added to the Gaussian mixture after 

the ELCBO of the current iteration is greater than the ELCBO found in the last four 

iterations. This is done as long as during the last iteration no mixture component was 

removed, an additional condition can also be set to speed up the approximation as 

explained in [14,15]. A component of the Gaussian mixture can also be randomly 

removed from the variational solution, if it simultaneously occurs that the mixture weight 

is smaller than 0.01, and the difference between the ELCBO of the variational solution in 

this iteration, and the ELCBO of the variational solution after removal of that component, 

is smaller than 0.01. More information can be found in [14,15]. 

3.4 Active Sampling   

Active sampling is employed to select a number of prescribed samples within each 

iteration at locations which maximize an acquisition function. 

These samples are the input parameters for which the physics-based model is evaluated. 

The acquisition function proa ,  is chosen in such a manner that sampling is encouraged at 

high probability regions of the log unnormalized posterior [14,15]:  

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )2 expproa s f q =      (34) 

where ( )2s   is the variance of the GP posterior, ( )( )exp f   is the exponentiated GP 

posterior mean for a given training set  , and ( )q   is the variational approximation of 

the posterior at  . 

Therefore, this acquisition function favours mostly exploitation of the knowledge 

obtained in the previous iterations. To add an exploration phase, cyclical annealing is also 

introduced. This enables the algorithm to explore areas of high probability density that 

may otherwise have not been found. As shown in the first and second numerical example, 

cyclical annealing allows sampling of multi-modal regions as an exploration phase occurs 

in the initial iterations of each annealing cycle. Due to the exploitation nature of the 

acquisition function, the last iterations of each annealing cycle start sampling at the 

already found modes. 
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3.5 Variational whitening 

To deal with highly correlated posterior distributions, variational whitening is introduced 

in the cyclical VBMC algorithm. This is carried out using a linear transformation of the 

inference space to a new space where the covariance matrix results in a unit diagonal 

matrix [15]. The transformation matrix W  (rotation and scaling) is obtained using singular 

value decomposition (SVD) of the covariance matrix of the variational posterior ( )q  . 

Variational whitening occurs after the reliability index ( )t  described in the next 

subsection is lower and or equal to 3. It is applied in increasingly spaced intervals within 

iterations as illustrated in [15].  

3.6 Stopping Criteria 

To determine the number of required iterations, the algorithm uses a reliability index  

( ) 0t  , that suggests the stability of the variational solution. The algorithm is finished 

if the value ( ) 1t   is found at the end of   8stablen =  consecutive iterations, where a 

maximum of one intermediate iteration may be unstable, or if a predetermined number of 

iterations maxn  is reached.  

The value at iteration t  of the reliability index is calculated as the average of the three 

reliability features ( )j t  for 1, 2,3j = :  

( )
( ) ( ) ( )1 2 3

3

t t t
t

  


+ +
=   (35) 

The value of the reliability index ( )1 t  is calculated as a function of the KL divergence 

between the previous and the current variational posterior. The reliability index ( )2 t  is 

a function of the change of ELBO between two consecutive iterations and ( )3 t  is a 

function of the estimation of the variance of the ELBO. These indices give an overall 

measure of how the variational posterior is converging throughout the iterations and are 

defined as [14,15]: 

( )
( ) ( )

1

E E 1

SD

ELBO t ELBO t
t

− −      
=


  (36) 
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( )
( )

2

V

SD

ELBO t
t

  
=


  (37) 

( ) 1 1

3

( ) ( )

2

t t t t

KL

KL KLq q q q
t − −+
=


  (38) 

  

The parameters 
KL  and 

SD  should be chosen in such a manner that the values of the 

individual reliability features meet the inequality 1j ,  where 1, 2,3j = , for the values 

of ( )t  considered representative of good solutions. In the cyclical VBMC algorithm, 

the values of SD  and KL  are respectively set at 0.1 and 0.01 d . 

3.7 Steps of the approach 

The proposed approach can be summarised in the following steps: 

1. Initialization of Algorithm (Fig. 1): 

a. Initial training set for physics-based simulation is run. 

b. Cyclical Annealing is introduced (eq.(18)). 

c. Logarithm of (annealed) unnormalized posterior of the initial set is 

calculated. 

d. GP surrogate model of the (annealed) logarithm unnormalized is built 

using the initial training set values calculated in 1.b. 

e. ELBO and ELCBO are calculated (eq.(28) and eq.(32)). 

2. Second part of the algorithm (Fig. 2): 

a. Selection of new samples using an acquisition function (eq.(34)), these 

are used to actively update the GP surrogate model.  

b. Cyclical Annealing is introduced (eq.(18)). 

c. The GP surrogate model of the (annealed) logarithm unnormalized 

posterior is built. 

d. Calculation of ELBO and ELCBO value (eq.(28)) and eq.(32)). 

e. Update the variational parameters (variational whitening may also be 

applied at this step). 

f. Check if stopping criteria have been met, if not repeat from step 2.a. 

Where the main outputs of the algorithm are the variational posterior, the expected value 

of the ELBO, and the variance of the ELBO.  

4    Numerical Analysis 

This numerical analysis section has the purpose of comparing the proposed cyclical 

VBMC algorithm with the standard VBMC algorithm, the monotonic VBMC algorithm 

and the Transitional Ensemble Markov Chain Monte Carlo (TEMCMC) sampling 
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algorithm. The functions plotmatrix and ksdensity from MATLAB [48] were used 

to plot the posterior distributions obtained with the TEMCMC algorithm.  

The number of function evaluations, the number of iterations used to achieve 

convergence, and the number of modes found, are used to compare the performance of 

the algorithms on the multi-modal examples. On the unimodal examples, for the same 

purpose, the samples mean, coefficient of variation, number of function evaluations and 

number of iterations are used. For all the VBMC implementations, 300,000 samples of 

the variational posterior are taken to compute the sample mean and sample coefficient of 

variation. 

Ten initial samples are picked using LHS [37] for all the numerical examples that use a 

form of the VBMC algorithm, and for every iteration that occurs within the algorithm, 

five samples are chosen using the acquisition function, and are evaluated. The samples 

chosen, correspond to evaluations of the physics-based model. 

The monotonic annealing schedule used in the monotonic VBMC is calculated for a total 

number of iterations 40T = , with one cycle 1M =  and a parameter 0.5S = . However, 

for the cyclical annealing schedule in the cyclical VBMC, the number of cycles is 5.M =  

The monotonic schedule maximum temperature of fifty is subsequently decreased in each 

iteration until a minimum temperature of one is reached. The same concept is applied to 

the cyclical annealing schedule that has five cycles where a pre-set maximum temperature 

of fifty is subsequently decreased in each iteration until a minimum temperature of one is 

reached in each cycle. 

Throughout the examples it will be shown that the monotonic VBMC and cyclical VBMC 

require a higher amount of samples evaluations compared to the standard VBMC for 

problems with low dimensionality (i.e., low number of inferred parameters). This is 

expected as a total number of iterations 40T =  is prescribed for both algorithms, meaning 

that forty is the lowest number of iterations possible. 

4.1 Himmelblau Multi-modal posterior 

A multi-modal problem based on [25,49] is introduced in this subsection. The posterior 

used (4 peaks, 2-dimensional) can be observed on Fig. 3 and it has as its mathematical 

expression [49] the Himmelblau's function 1 2( , )HB   :  

( ) ( )
2 2

2 2

1 2 1 2 1 2( , ) 11 7HB      = + − + + −   (39) 
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The 
1 2( , )HB    is frequently used to assess the performance of optimization algorithms. 

It has four distinct solutions of local minima at    1 2 1
, 3, 2  = , 

   1 2 2
, 2.805,3.131  = − ,    1 2 3

, 3.779, 3.283  = − −  and    1 2 4
, 3.584, 1.848  = − −

.  

The posterior of interest is then defined as follows [25,49]: 

( )obs 1 2( | ) exp ,p HB   −  y   (40) 

That ensures that the local minima of 1 2( , )HB    become regions of high probability 

density, producing the 4 peaks shown in Fig. 3. The likelihood function is modelled as 

the exponential function of 1 2( , )HB  − ,  and thus takes the same mathematical form as 

the posterior [25,49]. The uniform priors ( )1 ~ 5,5U −  and ( )2 ~ 5,5U −  have been 

used. 

 

Fig. 3. Contour plot of the Himmelblau’s function using eq.(40) taken from [25]. The 

values of the posterior are given by the numbers on the colour chart. 

The results found using the standard VBMC algorithm after running several iterations are 

illustrated in Fig. 4. The final 1-D and 2-D marginal posterior distributions obtained by 

the standard VBMC algorithm are shown in Fig. 5.  The figures show that only one mode 

has been found, as due to the nature of the algorithm, the active sampling used is unable 

to escape from that mode. In other words, the algorithm proceeds to only sample in the 
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vicinity of that mode due to its exploitation nature. A total of 75 function evaluations 

were required, and only one mode was found. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Resulting 1-D and 2-D marginal posterior distributions from VBMC at 4th and 

14th iterations. Red dots indicate samples taken at the current iteration. Black circles 

indicate samples used for the GP model of the unnormalized posterior at each iteration.  

 

Fig. 5. Final 1-D and 2-D marginal posterior distributions from VBMC algorithm.  
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The results obtained with the monotonic and the cyclical VBMC algorithm are shown in 

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, it is found that the overall results of these two schedules significantly 

differ. 

It can be seen in Fig. 6 that in the monotonic VBMC algorithm, for the first few iterations, 

the samples are chosen following an exploration approach. In the final iterations of the 

monotonic algorithm shown in Fig. 7, the samples chosen are close to the two modes 

found. The resulting refined postulated posterior of the algorithm when using a monotonic 

annealing schedule is only able to account for two modes. The monotonic VBMC 

algorithm needs a total of 235 function evaluations to converge to the 2-mode estimated 

posterior shown in Fig. 8. 

It can be seen in Fig. 6, that in the proposed cyclical VBMC algorithm, for the first few 

iterations, the samples are chosen following both an exploration and an exploitation 

approach. For the final iterations of the cyclical algorithm, it can be seen in Fig. 7, that 

the samples chosen are close to the four modes found. The resulting refined postulated 

posterior of the algorithm, using the cyclical annealing schedule shown in Fig. 8, is able 

to account for all four modes. A total of 300 function evaluations were needed to converge 

to the estimated posterior.  

The empirical cumulative density functions (ECDFs), shown in Fig. 9 were calculated 

using samples obtained from both the cyclical VBMC, and the TEMCMC algorithm, 

applying the function cdfplot from Matlab [48]. For the TEMCMC algorithm, the 

number of samples used to calculate the ECDFs were progressively increased until 

convergence occurred. It was found that the converged ECDFs obtained by the TEMCMC 

algorithm, required a much larger number of samples than the cyclical VBMC algorithm. 

The computational cost is significantly reduced for the three VBMC algorithms compared 

to the TEMCMC sampling algorithm, where 5000 evaluations of the likelihood function 

were needed as shown in [25]. The proposed cyclical VBMC algorithm is the only VBMC 

variant that is able to find the four modes of the Himmelblau posterior. The numerical 

results for the Himmelblau multi-modal posterior are summarised in Table 2. 
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 Fig. 6. Resulting 1-D and 2-D marginal posterior distributions from VBMC at 1st and 

11th iterations. Red dots indicate samples taken at the current iteration. Black circles 

indicate samples used for the GP model of the unnormalized posterior at each iteration. 

Left: Monotonic annealing schedule; Right: Cyclical Annealing Schedule. 

Table 2 

Comparison of numerical results for the Himmelblau multi-modal posterior. 

Method N. of samples N. of Total Iterations for 

Convergence 

N. of modes 

found 

VBMC 75 14 1 

Monotonic VBMC 235 46 2 

Cyclical VBMC 300 59 4 

TEMCMC [37] 5000 5 4 
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Fig. 7. Resulting 1-D and 2-D marginal posterior distributions from VBMC at 32nd and 

40th iterations. Red dots indicate samples taken at the current iteration. Black circles 

indicate samples used for the GP model of the unnormalized posterior at each iteration. 

Left: Monotonic annealing schedule; Right: Cyclical Annealing Schedule. 
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Fig. 8. Final 1-D and 2-D marginal posterior distributions from VBMC algorithm. Left: 

Monotonic annealing schedule; Right: Cyclical Annealing Schedule.  

 

 

Fig. 9. Marginal ECDFs using Cyclical VBMC and TEMCMC.  
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4.2 Mass-spring system (multi-modal posterior) 

In this example taken from [50], a 2-dimensional multi-modal Bayesian model updating 

system that may be found in engineering problems, is used to compare the differences in 

the performance of the aforementioned algorithms. For the purposes of this subsection, 

the numerical performance will be based on the number of samples used to compute the 

posterior, the number of modes found in each algorithm and the empirical cumulative 

density function. 

As shown in Fig. 10, a 2-degrees of freedom (2-DoF) system with masses 

3

1 16.531 10m kg=  , 3

2 16.131 10m kg=   joined by springs with stiffness 
1 1k k= ,

2 2k k= , where 629.7 10 /k N m=   is defined, and 1  and 2  are the uncertain 

parameters to be inferred. For the spring constants, the uniform priors ( )1 ~ 0.01,3U  and 

( )2 ~ 0.01,3U  have been used. 

 

Fig. 10. First mass-spring system. 

Two independent likelihood functions are used with standard deviations 0.02i i =   (2% 

of the deterministic values of the natural frequencies) and with means that equal the 

deterministic values of the natural frequencies. 

From Fig. 11, it can be observed that the standard VBMC is only able to find one mode, 

and that the active sampling is again unable to escape from that mode. The standard 

algorithm uses a total of 75 function evaluations to obtain the resulting posterior 

distribution that only accounts for a single mode. The final 1-D and 2-D marginal 

posterior distributions obtained by the standard VBMC algorithm are shown in Fig. 12.  
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For the monotonic VBMC algorithm, an exploration phase is shown in the first few 

iterations. An exploitation phase that samples in the vicinity of the two found modes is 

illustrated in Fig. 13.  

However, for the cyclical VBMC algorithm both exploration and exploitation occur in 

the early iterations, as shown in Fig. 13. The final 1-D and 2-D marginal posterior 

distributions obtained by the monotonic and cyclical VBMC algorithm are shown in Fig. 

14, where it is possible to observe that both methods account for the two modes. 

In Fig. 16 the ECDFs for the cyclical VBMC, monotonic VBMC, and TEMCMC are 

shown. The resulting ECDFs are found to be similar, with a slight difference observed 

for the ECDFs obtained from the TEMCMC algorithm. 

Table 3 summarises the number of evaluations and iterations needed for the three 

analysed VBMC algorithms, and the sampling method TEMCMC (Fig. 15). It can be seen 

that when using the three VBMC algorithms, the computational cost is significantly 

reduced compared to the TEMCMC sampling algorithm, where 5000 evaluations of the 

likelihood function were needed to obtain samples from the posterior distribution. 

 

 

Fig. 11. Resulting 1-D and 2-D marginal posterior distributions from VBMC at 4th and 

13th iterations. Red dots indicate samples taken at the current iteration. 
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Fig. 12. Final 1-D and 2-D marginal posterior distributions from VBMC algorithm. 
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Fig. 13. Resulting 1-D and 2-D marginal posterior distributions from VBMC at 11th and 

40th iterations. Red dots indicate samples taken at the current iteration. Black circles 

indicate samples used for the GP model of the unnormalized posterior at each iteration. 

Left: Monotonic annealing schedule; Right: Cyclical Annealing Schedule. 
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Fig. 14. Final 1-D and 2-D marginal posterior distributions from VBMC algorithm. 

Left: Monotonic annealing schedule; Right: Cyclical Annealing Schedule. 

 

Fig. 15. Scatterplot and 2-D posterior distribution from TEMCMC algorithm. The 

values of the 2-D posterior are given by the numbers on the colour chart. 
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Fig. 16. Marginal ECDFs using Cyclical VBMC, Monotonic VBMC and TEMCMC.   

 

Table 3 

Comparison of numerical results for the mass-spring (multi-modal) system. 

Method N. of samples N. of Total Iterations 

for Convergence 

N. of modes 

found 

VBMC 70 13 1 

Monotonic VBMC 275 54 2 

Cyclical VBMC 260 51 2 

TEMCMC 5000 5 2 

 

4.3 Mass-spring system (unimodal posterior) 

In this example taken from [25], for a 4-dimensional Bayesian model updating system, 

the two Degrees-of-Freedom (DoF) system shown in Fig. 17 is used to compare the 

performances of all algorithms.  
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Fig. 17. Second mass-spring system.  

The 2-DoF system has equal masses 0.5m kg=  attached to edge springs with stiffness 

0.6 /k N m= , and the stiffness of the spring between the two masses is 12 1 /k N m= .  

The natural frequencies that correspond to the specified properties of the two-degree-of 

freedom system are given by [25]:   

1
ˆ

k

m
 =   (41) 

12
2

2
ˆ

k k

m
 =

+
  (42) 

The values of the natural frequencies 1̂  and 2̂  are corrupted with noise as shown 

below [25]: 

1 1 1
ˆ  = +   (43) 

2 2 2
ˆ  = +   (44) 

Where 1  and 2  are the noise terms, that follow Gaussian statistical distributions. The 

mean of both Gaussian distributions is 0Hz , and their standard deviations are 

respectively 1 1
ˆ0.1 0.110Hz = =  and 2 2

ˆ0.1 0.228Hz = = . The likelihood function is 

then given by the equation below [25]: 

( )
( ) ( )15

1, 1 2, 2,

2 2
1 1 2 1 2

ˆ ˆ1
| exp

2 2 2

n n n

obs

n

P y
   


    =

=
 − −
− − 
  

  (45) 
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In this example, the parameters    12 1 2 1 2 3 4, , , , , ,k k        are assumed to be 

unknown. The uniform priors ( )~ 0.1,4k U  [N/m] and ( )12 ~ 0.1,4Uk  [N/m] have been 

used for the stiffnesses. The prior uniforms taken for the standard deviations 1  and 2  

are ( )5

1 ~ 10 ,1U −  [Hz] and ( )5

2 ~ 10 ,1U −  [Hz]. The posterior probability density 

functions of the parameters is updated using the ‘experimental measurements’, for this 

example, the fifteen individual experimental ‘measurements’ of 
1  and 

2  used are 

found in [25]. 

The final posterior using 1D and 2D marginal distributions are shown in Fig. 18, Fig. 19 

and Fig. 20. 

 

Fig. 18. Final 1-D and 2-D marginal posterior distributions from standard VBMC 

algorithm. 
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Fig. 19. Final 1-D and 2-D marginal posterior distributions from monotonic VBMC 

algorithm. 
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Fig. 20. Final 1-D and 2-D marginal posterior distributions from cyclical VBMC 

algorithm. 
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Table 4 

Comparison of numerical results for the mass-spring system. 

Method Sample Mean Sample C.O.V 

[%] 

N. of 

samples 

N. of Total 

Iterations for 

Convergence 

VBMC 

0.633N/m

0.962N/m

0.114Hz

0.217Hz

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

5.21

6.67

20.66

20.82

 
 
 
 
 
 

 220 43 

Monotonic 

VBMC 

0.633N/m

0.963N/m

0.114Hz

0.216Hz

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

5.68

6.73

20.70

19.71

 
 
 
 
 
 

 265 52 

Cyclical 

VBMC 

0.632N/m

0.962N/m

0.114Hz

0.217Hz

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

5.34

6.85

21.32

20.85

 
 
 
 
 
 

 260 51 

TEMCMC  

[25] 

0.625N/m

1.013N/m

0.121Hz

0.229Hz

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

5.67

6.80

17.25

26.15

 
 
 
 
 
 

 5000 5 

True Values 

0.6N/m

1N/m

0.11Hz

0.228Hz

 
 
 
 
 
 

 - - - 

 

Table 4, for a 4D dimensional problem, shows that a significant lower amount of model 

evaluations is needed for the three VMBC approaches to obtain similar results to the 

obtained with the TEMCMC algorithm. The results obtained using the TEMCMC 

algorithm are taken from [25].  
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4.4 Coupled-Beam structure   

In this example, a coupled beam structure is used to compare the performance of the 

previously mentioned algorithms. The two beams are connected in two points along their 

length by two ensembles, each consisting of one shear, one rotational and one 

translational spring as shown in Fig. 21. This case study has been chosen as it may be 

used to illustrate the practical cases in which the physical properties of the fixtures that 

attach components in a structure exhibit uncertainty. The uncertainty of those physical 

properties may be caused by the variability of the manufacturing processes, the assembly 

of the fixtures and their boundary conditions. 

In particular, the parameters to be inferred are the rotational spring stiffness 2 1k   and 

the magnitude of the shear spring stiffness 3 2k  . A prior distribution is assigned to each 

of these two parameters. Uniform priors were used for the stiffness ( )2 ~ 200,1000k U  

[Nm/rad] of both rotational springs, and for the stiffness ( )3 ~ 0.1,30k U  [MN/m] of both 

shear springs.  

 

 

Fig. 21. Theoretical model of a coupled beam structure. 

 

Table 5 describes the material and geometric characteristics of the structure used. 
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Table 5 

Material and geometric characteristics of the coupled beam. 

 Length 

[m] 

  Width 

[mm] 

Thickness 

[mm] 

 Density 

[Kg/m3] 

 Youngs’ modulus 

[GPa] 

Beam 

A 
0.6 25 6 7800 210 

Beam 

B 
0.6 25 3 7800 210 

1L  and 2L  

(Length to 

springs) 

   1L  

[mm] 

   2L  

[mm] 

20 20 

Springs 

1k  

[MN/m] 

  2k  

[Nm/rad] 

   3k  

[MN/m] 

100 500 10 

 

 

The natural frequencies of the coupled beam were calculated using the values on Table 5 

and the results are shown on Table 6. 

 

Table 6 

Natural frequencies of the coupled beam structure. 

1freq  

[Hz] 

2freq
 

[Hz] 

3freq  

[Hz] 

4freq  

[Hz] 

5freq  

[Hz] 

6freq  

[Hz] 

7freq  

[Hz] 

8freq  

[Hz] 

16.0 50.2 92.8 134.6 245.3 260.7 428.0 478.6 

 

A Finite Element (FE) model is used to calculate the natural frequencies of the coupled 

beam structure.  The developed FE code is based on a two-dimensional Euler-Bernoulli 

beam model. This is discretized uniformly using 200 Euler-Bernoulli beam FEs with 2 

degrees of freedom per node.  
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Eight independent likelihood functions with standard deviations 0.02i ifreq =  (2% of 

the deterministic values of the natural frequencies) and with means that equal the 

deterministic values of the natural frequencies are used. 

Fig. 22, Fig. 23, Fig. 24 show the final 1-D and 2-D marginal posterior distributions 

obtained from the algorithms. In Fig. 25, a scatterplot of the samples obtained and the 2-

D posterior distribution from the TEMCMC algorithm are shown.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 22. Final 1-D and 2-D marginal posterior distributions from VBMC algorithm.  
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Fig. 23. Final 1-D and 2-D marginal posterior distributions from monotonic VBMC 

algorithm.   

 

 

 

Fig. 24. Final 1-D and 2-D marginal posterior distributions from cyclical VBMC 

algorithm.   
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Fig. 25. Scatterplot and 2-D posterior distribution from TEMCMC algorithm. The 

values of the 2-D posterior are given by the numbers on the colour chart. 

Table 7 compares the results obtained using the three VBMC approaches and TEMCMC. 

It can be seen that for a significantly lower amount of model evaluations, all the three 

VBMC algorithms show similar results to the TEMCMC algorithm.  

 

Table 7 

Comparison of numerical results for the coupled-beam structure. 

Method Mean C.O.V. [%] N. of 

samples 

N. of Total Iterations 

for Convergence 

VBMC 
523.2Nm/rad

1.004e+07 N/m

 
 
 

 
15.7

4.96

 
 
 

 75 14 

Monotonic 

VBMC  

523.2Nm/rad

1.003e+07 N/m

 
 
 

 
15.7

4.92

 
 
 

 265 52 

Cyclical 

VBMC  

524.5Nm/rad

1.002e+07 N/m

 
 
 

 
15.7

4.92

 
 
 

 260 51 

TEMCMC 
525.2Nm/rad

1.001e+07 N/m

 
 
 

 
17.3

4.94

 
 
 

 5000 5 
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True Values 
500Nm/rad

1e+07 N/m

 
 
 

 - - - 

 

4.5 Discussion of results   

The results obtained for the examples illustrated in section 4 indicate that: 

The use of the three VBMC algorithms led to a sharp reduction in the number of function 

evaluations to be carried out to obtain an accurate unimodal posterior, compared to the 

case where the TEMCMC sampling method is used. For low unimodal dimensional 

Bayesian updating problems the standard VBMC algorithm produces accurate results 

with the lowest number of function evaluations. 

It is also shown that the standard VBMC algorithm, for the multi-modal problems 

analysed, gets stuck at the initially found mode, as due to the nature of the algorithm, the 

active sampling used is unable to escape from that mode. In other words, the algorithm 

proceeds to only sample in the vicinity of that found mode due to its exploitation nature. 

A better approximation of the posterior may have been found if a higher number of 

function evaluations had been used for the initial training set, as that would have meant a 

better exploration of regions with high probability density. The disadvantage of running 

a higher number of function evaluations would be that as no guided exploration is used, 

a significant number of those function evaluations performed would be wasted. 

To overcome the above explained issue, an annealing schedule was introduced into the 

VBMC algorithm. The purpose of this annealing schedule is to obtain a better 

representation of the posterior through the introduction of an exploration phase with 

improved target guidance. In the examples of section 4, the performance for the 

approximation of multi-modal posteriors of this proposed cyclical VBMC was compared 

to the performance of the monotonic VBMC.  

For the two multi-modal examples, at the start of each cycle, the samples chosen to be 

evaluated follow an exploratory path. Then, an exploitation phase where samples are 

chosen to be evaluated at the vicinity of the high probability density regions found during 

the exploration phase occurs. The main advantage of the cyclical schedule is that it 

gradually improves convergence by reopening paths and by leveraging on the previous 

cycles as warm re-starts. However, the reopening of paths does not appear for the 
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monotonic VBMC algorithm. When the monotonic VBMC algorithm is used, the paths 

are formed throughout the iterations, but they are not reopened, meaning that once the 

exploration phase has finished, exploitation of the previously found regions of high 

probability density occurs. 

In both multi-modal examples, it was found that to obtain ECDFs of similar accuracy, the 

cyclical VBMC algorithm required a significantly lower amount of function evaluations 

of the model compared to the TEMCMC algorithm. This finding may be of great interest 

for methods that require the evaluation of cumulative density functions, such as reliability 

analysis techniques. 

For high dimensional Bayesian updating problems, the three VBMC algorithms explored 

may be used to obtain accurate results with a comparable number of function evaluations. 

Overall, the cyclical VBMC algorithm shows a good balance between exploitation and 

exploration compared to the monotonic and standard VBMC algorithms. The best 

performance of the cyclical VBMC algorithm occurs for multi-modal Bayesian updating 

problems. 

5    Conclusions 

In this paper, an approach based on variational inference for the estimation of the posterior 

distribution of the latent parameters of a physics-based model, given available data, has 

been proposed. The numerical examples illustrate that this model updating approach is 

an effective alternative to current sampling approaches (TEMCMC), as the number of 

function evaluations required to obtain an estimate of the posterior distribution is greatly 

reduced. It can also be seen that the reduction of function evaluations has little impact on 

the accuracy of the approximated posterior. The proposed cyclical VBMC approach 

yields a non-parametric estimation of the posterior distribution of the identified 

parameters by combining the active-sampling Bayesian quadrature with a Gaussian-

process based variational inference. The proposed approach can capture complex smooth 

posteriors as it uses a multivariate Gaussian mixture postulated posterior. Variational 

whitening is also used in this proposed approach for a more accurate posterior 

approximation. 

This paper introduces the cyclical VBMC algorithm that overcomes the constraints raised 

by poor initializations when the number of model runs that can be explored is small. This 
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is done employing an artificial temperature parameter that anneals the unnormalized 

posterior, improving the mode coverage and exploration abilities of the procedure. The 

advantages of the cyclical annealing schedule are shown by comparing it to the original 

algorithm and the monotonic annealing scheduling. These advantages are clearly evident 

for the examples with multi-modal posteriors. It should also be noted, that although the 

standard VBMC has a better performance in low unimodal dimensional posteriors in 

terms of the number of functions evaluated, it is unable to properly manage multi-modal 

posteriors. However, the proposed cyclical VBMC algorithm has a greater exploration 

ability to deal effectively with multi-modal posteriors. 
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